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STREAMLINED OPERATIONS WITH CLEARCABLE
Clearcable and Alianza have partnered to dramatically simplify VoIP management,
accelerate time to revenue and reduce the cost of delivering cloud communications.
Clearcable’s NOMS is a comprehensive and versatile interface for enabling automated
provisioning of network elements including cable modems, embedded multimedia
terminal adapters, optical network units, and VoIP platforms directly from customer
management and billing systems. Alianza’s Cloud Voice Platform provides a turnkey
VoIP solution that enables broadband providers to deliver a full suite of voice and
unified communication services to homes and businesses.
Together, Alianza and Clearcable deliver an integrated, flow-through provisioning
solution for broadband and phone services.
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“It’s a partnership focused on platform integration, best
practices and excellent customer service. We are both keen
on removing complexity and creating the simplest operating
environment for service providers.”
RYAN MCCANN I Clearcable

PROVEN INTEGRATED SOLUTION
Service provider staff can now enter, update and retrieve customer information in a single back-office
platform and seamlessly provision residential and business cloud communications. Flow-through
provisioning between the platforms is supported via APIs and reduces swivel chair management
while improving operational effeciency.
The use cases include:
• Create accounts on Cloud Voice Platform (flow-through from back-office systems)
• Adds users and devices on Cloud Voice Platform
• Sets default call features on devices
• Supports multiple device protocols simultaneously to enable staged migrations

ABOUT CLEARCABLE
Clearcable, located in Hamilton, Ontario, is a specialized consulting engineering firm firmly focused on the
needs of mid-market broadband service providers and the development of new residential and business
services products in Canada and United States. Founded in 2004, Clearcable provides expert help to enable
appropriate technology and services for advanced communications by augmenting the existing or building
the internal engineering support for its client base. With proven experience and relevant industry references,
Clearcable understands the unique requirements facing service providers, consumers, and small businesses
and ensures they stay in control of their business and connected to communications.
Learn more at www.clearcable.com
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